
Parker Archery is all about providing their cus-
tomers with a product that performs beyond
expectations and above the price tag. While

Parker may not be the loudest and most flashy bow
manufacturer around they have quietly carved out their
spot in the industry and continue to progress as one of
the largest bow companies in the world. The 2011
Inferno could be the poster child for Parker, as it
embodies the very qualities that fuel the company’s
success – top notch performance at a great price.

Parker’s Inferno is a lightweight powerhouse that
features their Inferno Single Cam, Roller Guard, Parallel
limbs, Micro-Lite Vented limb pockets, Tunable String
Suppressor and two-piece walnut finished grip.

Surprising Speed
Parker’s Inferno Single Cam system packs a surprising

punch with IBO speeds advertised at 320 fps and tested
speeds right in the same ballpark. There are a couple
notables here including the performance-to-promise fac-
tor. The advertised IBO and the tested IBO are closely

matched, 320/318. That is commendable. There is a whole
range of speeds that can be advertised for a bow based on
specs, set-up, etc, however, real world speeds are those that
pro shops all across the country will see when they test
bows for themselves. Forget the string nock, optimized
letoff, draw length and draw weight – just throw a brass
nock on, rig up a simple rest, make sure it is in spec and
shoot it through a couple common chronographs…Hey,
wait a minute…that is exactly what we do here at
ArrowTrade! So, with real world testing the Inferno is with-
in 2 fps of their advertised IBO – excellent. The second
notable here is that we are seeing good speeds on a single
cam system that sports a generous 7.5 inch brace height.
Single cams are popular for their ease of maintenance and
smooth draw, however, they are also considered to be
somewhat slower than some other cam types. An IBO rat-
ing right around 320 fps on a single cam equipped bow is
very respectable. 

The Inferno cam is as versatile as it is fast. Two rotat-
ing modules, both included with the bow, allow for draw
length adjustments between 26 and 31 inches in one

inch increments without the use of a bow
press. Further tweaking, customizing and
personalizing is possible with the
adjustable draw stop. While advertised
letoff is 80 percent the draw stop will offer
some change there as well. The CNC
machined aluminum eccentric system
produces a good looking draw curve that
translates into a smooth shooting experi-
ence for the archer.

Talking Points (Notable bow fea-
tures/characteristics to bring up during
the selling process)
· Good speed from a single cam that is
smooth on the draw – selling point
· Versatility that can accommodate
almost every archer that walks through
your door – good for business 

Parker Bows
Model: Inferno
Website: www.parkerbows.com

Bow Specifications

Manufacturer: 

Draw Lengths 26-31" - modular Grip 2-Piece Synthetic
Draw Weights 60 and 70 lb peak Finish Vista

Brace Height 7.5" Limb Pockets Micro-Lite Vented
Axle-to-axle length 30.375" Riser Reflex, Extruded/Machined

Let-off 80 percent Cable Guard Roller Cable Guard
Mass Weight 3.75 lbs Limbs Parallel Gordon Comp

Eccentrics Inferno Single Cam MSRP $549.95
Advertised IBO 320 fps Warranty Lifetime

Strings/Cables Stone Mountain Custom

Parker's Inferno Single cam not only
generates good IBO speeds on a 7.5
inch brace height but it also is built for
versatility covering draw lengths
between 26 and 31 inches with a set of
rotating modules. Another benefit of
this system is a smooth draw cycle.
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Compact and Lightweight  
Bowhunters appreciate a rig that is easy to handle. A

bow that is light in the hand and short enough to be
maneuverable will find success in the field. The Inferno
measures only 30.375 inches between the axles and tips
the scales at an impressive 3.75 pounds. When handling
the Inferno it is so light and compact that I feel the need
to twirl it around in my hand – much like a gun slinger
from an old western movie showing off how well he can
handle his six-shooter. I could also see simply lashing
this bow to your backpack on a long hike into the back
country and forgetting it is even there. For me this is one
of the defining qualities of this bow.

So, how exactly does this bow keep its slender figure?
First, we can look at the riser for some answers. From
end to end it is less than 22 inches in length and has 8
cutouts and one pocket scattered along the body to
reduce the amount of material used and thus reduce the
mass weight. The riser is also slim in both directions – it
is not deep front to back or wide from side to side. Of
course there is the material factor as well. Parker’s
extruded and machined riser is made with aluminum,
which is the material of choice for almost every bow on
the market due to the strength to weight ratio. 

Another feature that is notably minimalistic in its
structure is Parker’s Micro-Lite Vented limb pocket. This

little component has just enough material to get the job
done. The first 3 inches of the limb are harnessed, with
side tabs maintaining side-to-side control and the limb
bolt dictating up and down positioning (draw weight).
Like the riser, the aluminum pocket is machined to
exacting tolerances, which is important at this critical
interface. The precision with which this pocket controls
the alignment of the limbs to the riser translates into
consistency and accuracy for the archer.

Talking Points
· 3.75 pounds is one of the lightest mass weights on the

market – selling point
· The overall length is super maneuverable – selling

point

All the Rest
Besides the key features explained above, the Inferno

has other components critical to its success including
the Roller Guard, Adjustable String Suppressor and par-
allel limbs and a two-piece walnut finished grip. 

Parker uses a roller guard type cable containment
system rather than a rod and cable slide system on the
Inferno. This lets us know that they are using their best
technology on this rig – a big plus considering the price
tag. A CNC machined aluminum bracket is attached just
above the arrow rest mounting holes and extends back

toward the cables. It turns
slightly inward toward the
centerline of the bow where it
meets the cables. This is
where the rollers are
attached. The angled tip is in
line with the natural tension
of the cables and reduces
overall torque on the system.
An adjustable and removable
cable containment block
keeps the cables in position
and also allows them to be
removed altogether in the
event of a cable change-out.
Operationally the rollers are
intended to allow the cables

About The Author
Jon E. Silks has a degree in Quality Engineering and much of his
career has centered around the testing and evaluation of prod-
ucts. Now 41, he’s been bowhunting since age 12. Silks started
writing for magazines and websites 10 years ago and since
then has done more than 500 product reviews. Manufacturers
who appreciate his thoroughness and frankness have often
asked him to conduct third-party testing of their prototypes.
Silk’s work has appeared on the web on Bowhunting.net and
Bowsite.com and has been published in Petersen’s Bowhunting,
Bowhunter, Arrow Adventure and Whitetail Fanatic, along with
ArrowTrade. Jon and Jennifer Silks have six children and live in
Pennsylvania. Silks can be reached at jon@silksoutdoors.com.

Bow setup is an important first step in the overall testing
process. Each bow is leveled, squared, etc. Accessories are
then attached and leveled before the arrow is placed at the
center both vertically and horizontally as a starting point.
Arrow flight is verified before data is collected.
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to move freely during the shooting process with less
friction, which in turn results in increased efficiency.

The tunable String Suppressor system is attached to
the riser opposite the stabilizer-mounting insert and
just below the grip. The position of the rubber stop,
which is the component that actually contacts the
string, is attached to the end of a carbon rod. An
arrangement of set screws allow the rod and rubber
stop to be fine-tuned for optimal performance.
Operationally the system is designed to reduce the
magnitude and length of string oscillation that occurs
after the bow is shot. The result is reduced vibration and
noise.

Limbs on the Inferno are solid in construction,
straight in geometry and measure approximately 13
inches in length. Parker has chosen industry standard
Gordon Composites for their limb material. Gordon has
earned a great reputation in the industry for their spe-
cially designed materials suited specifically for the rig-
ors and stresses of a compound bow. The Gordon Power
Tuff material is CNC machined into the final form and
sets of limbs are matched based on deflection values.
The limb’s parallel position at full draw distributes the
force from the shot in equal and opposite directions. As
a result any leftover energy is cancelled out as the limbs
act in opposition to one another. A bow that incorpo-
rates this technology has significantly reduced shock,
vibration and noise as compared to a similar bow with
upright limb sets. Limbs can be chosen in two draw
weight configurations, 50 to 60 pounds and 60 to 70

pounds.
According to Parker

their two-piece contoured

grip is formed to create a low wrist position. The grip is
made of a polymer material and finished to look like wal-
nut wood. The synthetic material has a smooth surface
for consistent positioning of the archer’s hand and also
resists cracking better than real wood. The riser material
adjacent to the grip is chamfered to add comfort.

Talking Points 
· The Roller Guard is a sign of the quality found in the

Inferno. It serves an important function and conveys
a message. Better components – better bow.

· String suppression has obvious positive affects on the
shooting experience – selling point.

· The use of materials from Gordon Composites is a
plus in my book – their reputation is worth touting.

Testing 
A single brass nock and QuikTune 300 arrow rest were

attached to the bow – nothing more. With the exception of
these two items every bow is tested, as it would be shipped
to the dealer or customer. In other words, if it has string
silencers or other components pre-installed it is tested
with them installed. While the ‘official’ velocity rating for
our calculations will be taken with an arrow as defined
below, we will also use two other test arrows as reference
points. This will be done to bring a bracketed picture of the
bow’s speed performance to the reader. Test arrows
include a lightweight 350-grain arrow, a mid-weight 425-
grain arrow and a relatively heavy 540-grain arrow. Before
recording speeds with these arrows the bow was first paper
tuned with each one. Most every bowhunter/archer will be
able to extrapolate their approximate arrow speed in rela-
tion to similar set-up parameters and results presented
from the three test arrows.

`

Velocity Test Results

350 Grain Arrow 425 Grain Arrow 540 Grain Arrow

Shot # 2 318 291 263

Shot # 1 318 290 263

Shot # 4 318 291 262

Shot # 3 318 291 262

262.6

5  Shot Total 1590 1454 1313

Shot # 5 318 291 263

Average 
Velocity 318 290.8

The Inferno's two-piece grip
is made of a durable polymer
that is built to last.
Functionally the grip has a
smooth surface that will allow
the shooter's hand to consis-
tently move into position
while aesthetically the grip is
finished to look like wood.

A machined aluminum bracket holds the rollers at an angle
designed to reduce torque and friction in the system. As a result
the cables move efficiently and freely during the draw cycle and
shot, which makes for an improved shooting experience and
enhanced performance.

Designed to reduce the magnitude and length of string oscilla-
tion that occurs after the bow is shot, Parker's String Suppressor
can be adjusted for optimal performance.
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 It’s said that many of today’s kids lack direction
in their lives, and unfortunately it seems to be true. 
However, the National Archery in the Schools 
Program (NASP®) is successfully providing kids with 
a way to belong and be engaged. The skills they 
learn build confidence, get them physically active, 
increase school attendance... and it’s fun. And 
because it’s based on skill, not on strength or 
athletic ability... everybody gets to play!

  So, if you’re looking for a positive and
rewarding activity for your kids or your
school to be involved in, please call
608-269-1779 or visit NASP® online
at www.archeryintheschools.org

2010NASP® National
Champions
2010NASP® National
Champions

Overall Male Champion
Nathan Parcell

297/300

Overall Male Champion
Nathan Parcell

297/300

Girl’s Overall Co-Champions
Stephanie Whisenant & Steff Bisinger

296/300 (Tied in Shoot-off) 

Girl’s Overall Co-Champions
Stephanie Whisenant & Steff Bisinger

296/300 (Tied in Shoot-off) 
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The speed result from the 350-grain arrow is
entered into the Silks Outdoors Bow Analysis Program,
which then automatically calculates Kinetic Energy,
Stored Energy, and Efficiency.

Potential customers will generally make their bow
purchase choice based on several factors including the
cost, speed, shot noise, shock/vibration level, grip and
the draw cycle.

In our testing for ArrowTrade Magazine we try to
give you a feel for how a bow performs in the “subjec-
tive” areas mentioned above. You can then focus on the
bow’s notable subjective points when interacting with
your customer. The term “subjective” can basically be
translated into “opinion”.  

Getting Down to Brass Tacks
As mentioned above this is a super maneuverable rig

that is easy to handle in every respect. The draw cycle is
smooth (a slight bit of loading near the break over point)
and the tested IBO speeds are very good. Other than
some blemishes on the finish the inferno was clean and
mechanically sound. The vibration and kick are average
while the noise is less than average. Outside of a small
pressure point near the thumb knuckle, the grip is com-
fortable - this is all dependent on your grip style of
course. When assessing the qualities of this bow you
should keep in mind the excellent price tag that comes
with it. This bow is all about value.
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TestID: pkinf Draw Length: 30.25" Speed: 318 ft/sec
Tested By: js Brace Height: 7.3" Power Stroke: 1.77'
Min Load: 19.1 lbs Max Load: 70 lbs Kinetic Energy: 78.61 ft-lbs
Min Pos: 30.25" Max Pos: 24.00" Stored Energy: 93.38 ft-lbs

Dynamic Eff.: 84.18%
Distance (in) Load (lbs) Brace Height:

9.05 0.00 Peak Draw Weight:
10 9.40 Full Draw Condition:
11 19.00
12 27.50
13 36.30
14 45.50

70
80

15 53.10
16 61.10
17 66.00
18 67.30
19 67.30
20 68.10
21 68.50
22 68.70
23 69.10
24 70.00
25 68.70
26 67.00
27 63.40
28 56.00
29 46 70

0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80

0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 30.0 35.0

Lo
ad

 (l
bs

)

Distance (in)

29 46.70
30 31.50

30.25 19.10

Stored Energy:  93.38 foot-pounds

Kinetic Energy: 78.61 foot-pounds

This is the energy that actually goes into propelling the arrow. Basically, it is the 
energy that is left over from the stored energy after all of the bow system friction      
is accounted for.

Objective Test Categories

This is the amount of stored energy (in %) that can be successfully tranferred into 
propelling the arrow upon release. The bow design, including limbs, limb pockets, 
cam systems, and axle types play into the bow's efficiency.

SE/PF Ratio: 1.33

When a bow is drawn energy is supplied to the limbs. The amount of energy that 
the limbs can hold is the stored energy

Efficiency Rating:  84.18 percent

This is the ratio of stored energy to peak force. In other words, what returns are 
you getting for the power you supply?

Grip Comfort and Function:

Shot Noise:

Shot noise was quite good - better than average. Vibration and shock are handled 
well by the rig.

Subjective Test Results

The draw cycle has a gradual climb that peaks late. All transitions are smooth and 
the result is easy on the shoulder. The only detractor is the slight feeling of 
"loading up" near the breaking point.

Shock and Vibration Levels:

The grip is smooth and functional, seating the shooter's hand repeatedly. A small 
pressure point on the thumb knucke weas noted.

Draw Cycle "Feel":

Kick and vibration on the Parker Inferno were average. A quality stabilizer should 
tame both to some extent.
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Elite Archery is a company with its head on straight.
The personnel are focused on integrity, quality
and the Voice of their Customers (VOC). That

means that they build top-end rigs with useful features
and performance parameters that match their advertise-
ments. As Elite matures in the industry it is becoming
clear that they are a solid and dependable company with
a bright future. 

Elite’s Hunter is outfitted with the company’s signa-
ture comfortable grip, ESX Cam System, Barnsdale
limbs, pivoting limb pockets and various vibration
damping accessories and technologies.

Extensive Design, Effective Outcome
Elite is fanatical when it comes to the engineering

of their cam systems. Their goal is to provide the best
performing and most hassle free cams on the market.
Elite’s cam design is simple in that it does not have any

“extra” grooves, weights, posts, etc. What it does have is
a two-track configuration with one track for the string
and another for both cables. Having the cables share a
track keeps them on the same plane, reduces the over-
all width of the cam system, and allows Elite to posi-
tion the cable load near the center of the axle. The
cable track is centered on the axle placing the majority
of the load near the center of the system when the bow
is drawn. This reduces the chances of limb twist, which
is the root of cam lean. Cam lean promotes inconsis-
tency and reduced efficiency – bad things. With the
Elite cam you get a smoother, faster and more consis-
tent shot. 

Draw length and let-off can be tweaked slightly with
the adjustable draw stop found on each cam. Draw
length changes are modular, however, a bow press is
required to change them out. Modules are available for
draw length adjustments from 25 to 30 inches in ½ inch

increments. A modular system is
dealer-friendly as it allows a shop
to carry fewer bows and cams and
still cover a wide range of cus-
tomers. Cams ride on sealed
bearings and stainless steel axles.
System letoff is advertised at 80
plus percent.

The spec sheets, cam adjust-
ment basics sheet and owner’s
manual, or something similar,
that Elite provides for their bows
should be a standard offering by
every bow manufacturer in my
opinion. It takes out all the guess-
ing and instills confidence. In the
owners manual Elite includes a
diagram of the proper rotational
position of the cam as shown in
the technical manual. This dia-
gram shows the proper positional
relationship of a small .160 inch

Elite Archery
Model: Hunter
Website: www.elitearchery.com

Eccentrics Two Track ESX MSRP $869.99
Strings/Cables BCY 452X

Let-off 80+ percent Cable Guard Carbon rod with Slide
Advertised IBO 319 - 323 fps Warranty Limited Lifetime

Brace Height 7.5" Limb Pockets Pivoting, Lightweight
Mass Weight 3.9 lbs Limbs Barnsdale, Parallel

Draw Lengths 25-30" - modular Grip 2-Piece Laminated Wood
Axle-to-axle length 31.75" Riser Reflex, CNC Machined

Bow Specifications

Manufacturer: 

Draw Weights 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 lb peak Finish Realtree AP plus many more

Elite's Two-Track ESX Cam is designed to keep the
applied load near the center of the axle thereby
reducing the opportunity for efficiency robbing limb
twist/cam lean. The ESX Cam produces excellent IBO
speeds and has a relatively smooth draw cycle.
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hole as it relates to the surface of the limb. If your bow
is within the noted axle-to-axle and brace height specs
and the .160 inch hole is lined up as pictured in the
manual you have assurance that your rig is set up for
optimal performance. The proper gap measurements
are also found in the spec sheets.

Talking Points
(Notable bow features and characteristics to bring

up during the selling process)
· A cam system that works against limb twist will

result in improved efficiency and consistency – sell-
ing point

· A modular cam system means you can accommo-
date more customers with less inventory – good for
business

· Elite spec sheets, owners manuals and cam adjust-
ment sheets are all very helpful. Definitely a selling
point for those that want to keep their rig in top
working condition.

A Handle on Functionality  
The riser on the Hunter is first forged and then fully

CNC machined from 6061-T6 aluminum. It is reflex in
geometry meaning that positions the limb pocket pivot
points in front of (further away from the shooter) the
deepest part of the grip. The result is an increased power
stroke, which is the actual distance that the archer moves
the string from the resting position to full draw. Where
reflex risers are generally considered to be faster, deflex
risers are thought to be more stable. Most bows on the
market have a reflex riser indicating that as a population
we are willing to give up some stability to gain speed.
Fortunately for us manufacturers have closed the gap
between reflex and deflex risers in terms of stability so
that we are not giving up nearly as much as we did at one
time. The riser on the Hunter has cutouts scattered along
the length and a slender profile that keep the overall
mass weight under four pounds.

Elite has a winner with their grips. It is no secret that
they are among my favorites in the industry. They have
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Test Method
�       Just to make sure the bow is at least in the right ballpark the draw weight and draw 

length are roughly verified with Easton’s Hand Held Bow Weight Scale and a simple 
draw length arrow correlated to a mark on the shelf adjacent to the deepest part of the 
grip. This saves me a lot of time if the bow is not close to the right draw length or 
draw weight.�

�        Brace height is tested using calibrated dial calipers�
�        Install New Archery Products Quik Tune 3000 Arrow Rest�
�        Set nock point�
�      Verify draw weight using a calibrated digital force gauge backed up with the Easton 

Bow Force Mapper (BFM) System handheld unit�
�       Verify draw length using the Silks Outdoors Bow Analysis Program, which is a 

combination of a custom software package, modified Apple Bow Drawing Machine, 
Chatillon digital force gauge, calibrated 36” steel rule and trammel point�

�        Mark cams at full draw�
�        Paper tune by hand�
�        Set bow on Spot Hogg’s Hooter Shooter portable shooting machine – draw to cam 

marks and fire through two chronographs – Oehler and Easton. Both chronographs 
are equipped with indoor lighting kits.�

�        Speed is recorded from the average of 5 shots.�

�       Just to make sure the bow is at least in the right ballpark the draw weight and draw 
length are roughly verified with Easton’s Hand Held Bow Weight Scale and a simple 
draw length arrow correlated to a mark on the shelf adjacent to the deepest part of the 
grip. This saves me a lot of time if the bow is not close to the right draw length or 
draw weight.�

�        Brace height is tested using calibrated dial calipers�
�        Install New Archery Products Quik Tune 3000 Arrow Rest�
�        Set nock point�
�      Verify draw weight using a calibrated digital force gauge backed up with the Easton 

Bow Force Mapper (BFM) System handheld unit�
�       Verify draw length using the Silks Outdoors Bow Analysis Program, which is a 

combination of a custom software package, G5 Bow Drawing Machine, Chatillon 
digital force gauge, calibrated 36” steel rule and trammel point�

�        Mark cams at full draw�
�        Paper tune by hand�
�        Set bow on Spot Hogg’s Hooter Shooter portable shooting machine – draw to cam 

marks and fire through two chronographs – ProChrono and Easton. Both 
chronographs are equipped with indoor lighting kits.�

�        Speed is recorded from the average of 5 shots.�

�       Just to make sure the bow is at least in the right ballpark the draw weight and draw 
length are roughly verified with Easton’s Hand Held Bow Weight Scale and a simple 
draw length arrow correlated to a mark on the shelf adjacent to the deepest part of the 
grip. This saves me a lot of time if the bow is not close to the right draw length or 
draw weight.�

�        Brace height is tested using calibrated dial calipers�
�        Install New Archery Products Quik Tune 3000 Arrow Rest�
�        Set nock point�
�      Verify draw weight using a calibrated digital force gauge backed up with the Easton 

Bow Force Mapper (BFM) System handheld unit�
�       Verify draw length using the Silks Outdoors Bow Analysis Program, which is a 

combination of a custom software package, modified Apple Bow Drawing Machine, 
Chatillon digital force gauge, calibrated 36” steel rule and trammel point�

�        Mark cams at full draw�
�        Paper tune by hand�
�        Set bow on Spot Hogg’s Hooter Shooter portable shooting machine – draw to cam 

marks and fire through two chronographs – Oehler and Easton. Both chronographs 
are equipped with indoor lighting kits.�

�        Speed is recorded from the average of 5 shots.�

�       Just to make sure the bow is at least in the right ballpark the draw weight and draw 
length are roughly verified with Easton’s Hand Held Bow Weight Scale and a simple 
draw length arrow correlated to a mark on the shelf adjacent to the deepest part of the 
grip. This saves me a lot of time if the bow is not close to the right draw length or 
draw weight.�

�        Brace height is tested using calibrated dial calipers�
�        Install New Archery Products Quik Tune 3000 Arrow Rest�
�        Set nock point�
�      Verify draw weight using a calibrated digital force gauge backed up with the Easton 

Bow Force Mapper (BFM) System handheld unit�
�       Verify draw length using the Silks Outdoors Bow Analysis Program, which is a 

combination of a custom software package, G5 Bow Drawing Machine, Chatillon 
digital force gauge, calibrated 36” steel rule and trammel point�

�        Mark cams at full draw�
�        Paper tune by hand�
�        Set bow on Spot Hogg’s Hooter Shooter portable shooting machine – draw to cam 

marks and fire through two chronographs – ProChrono and Easton. Both 
chronographs are equipped with indoor lighting kits.�

�        Speed is recorded from the average of 5 shots.�

Test Parameters
�    Bow weight: 70 pounds +/- 0.1 pounds�
�    Draw Length will be set to 30” (+ 0.25”  -0.00”)�
�    Properly spined arrows will be selected according to the formula set out in the I.B.O.  

rules for minimum grains per pound (350 grains)�
�    All arrow velocity ratings must be measured using a shooting machine with 

mechanical release �
�    A minimum of five shots must be chronographed using an arrow as defined above. 

The five shots will then be averaged to obtain the final result. All velocity values for a 
given arrow must fall within a range of 2 ft/sec�

�    A chronograph with a minimum of two gates set no more than 48” apart will be used. 
The initial gate will be set at 36” from the front of the bow’s handle.�

�    Bow weight: 70 pounds +/- 0.1 pounds�
�    Draw Length will be set to 30” (+ 0.25”  -0.00”)�
�    Properly spined arrows will be selected according to the formula set out in the I.B.O.  

rules for minimum grains per pound (350 grains)�
�    All arrow velocity ratings must be measured using a shooting machine with 

mechanical release �
�    A minimum of five shots must be chronographed using an arrow as defined above. 

The five shots will then be averaged to obtain the final result. All velocity values for a 
given arrow must fall within a range of 2 ft/sec�

�    A chronograph with a minimum of two gates set no more than 48” apart will be used. 
The initial gate will be set at 36” from the front of the bow’s handle.�

�    Bow weight: 70 pounds +/- 0.1 pounds�
�    Draw Length will be set to 30” (+ 0.25”  -0.00”)�
�    Properly spined arrows will be selected according to the formula set out in the I.B.O.  

rules for minimum grains per pound (350 grains)�
�    All arrow velocity ratings must be measured using a shooting machine with 

mechanical release �
�    A minimum of five shots must be chronographed using an arrow as defined above. 

The five shots will then be averaged to obtain the final result. All velocity values for a 
given arrow must fall within a range of 2 ft/sec�

�    A chronograph with a minimum of two gates set no more than 48” apart will be used. 
The initial gate will be set at 36” from the front of the bow’s handle.�

�    Bow weight: 70 pounds +/- 0.1 pounds�
�    Draw Length will be set to 30” (+ 0.25”  -0.00”)�
�    Properly spined arrows will be selected according to the formula set out in the I.B.O.  

rules for minimum grains per pound (350 grains)�
�    All arrow velocity ratings must be measured using a shooting machine with 

mechanical release �
�    A minimum of five shots must be chronographed using an arrow as defined above. 

The five shots will then be averaged to obtain the final result. All velocity values for a 
given arrow must fall within a range of 2 ft/sec�

�    A chronograph with a minimum of two gates set no more than 48” apart will be used. 
The initial gate will be set at 36” from the front of the bow’s handle.�

G5 Bow Drawing Machine
Calibrated Mitutoyo Dial Calipers – 8”

Easton Digital Bow Scale
Calibrated steel rule – 36”

Test Equipment
Last Chance Archery Power Press
Spot-Hogg Hooter Shooter portable shooting machine

Competition Electronics ProChrono/indoor lighting system
Easton Professional Chronograph/infrared lighting system

American Whitetail Large Bag Target Silks Outdoors Bow Analysis Program

Calibrated Chatillon DFIS 200 Digital Force Gauge
NAP QuikTune 3000 Arrow Rest

Easton Archery Arrows
Tru Ball Chappy Boss Mechanical Release

Bow setup is an important first
step in the overall testing process.
Each bow is leveled, squared, etc.
Accessories are then attached and
leveled before the arrow is placed
at the center both vertically and
horizontally as a starting point.
Arrow flight is verified before
data is collected.
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excelled in this area by finding just the right combination
of curvature, angle, size and materials. All of these com-
ponents create a functional interface that allows the
archer’s hand to repeatedly move
into the same position shot after
shot. The contoured handle material
coupled with the two smooth lami-
nated hardwood side plates prevent

the grip from “grabbing” the shooter’s hand and intro-
ducing torque. In my opinion the angle from the heel to
the throat is the secret behind this grip’s success.

The Hunter’s riser is also home to other features such
as a metal stabilizer insert, String Suppressor, straight
rod cable guard with molded Teflon cable slide, bow
name engraving under the grip and an Elite medallion
insert in the sight window. Elite offers many finishes
including Realtree AP, Ninja Edition Matte Black,
Realtree Max-1, Realtree AP Snow and three ArcheryTalk
editions (limbs/riser): Realtree AP/Matte Black, Realtree
Max-1/Matte Black and Realtree AP Snow/Matte Black.

Talking Points
· A mass weight under 4 pounds  is an excellent selling

point. 
· Get the Hunter into your customer’s hands – the grip

alone is a big selling point.
· So many camo options to choose from…

Limbs/Pockets
Hunter limb pockets are CNC machined out of 6061-

T6 aluminum and are finished in the same manner and
color as the riser. The pockets pivot during the draw
weight adjustment process, which means as the limb
bolt is turned the limb-to-limb pocket alignment is
maintained at all times. A limb containment system that

Elite is particularly good at making a
super comfortable grip. They have found
the right combination of angle, materials,
size, etc to get the job done. You will experi-
ence comfort and functionality when han-
dling an Elite bow. The riser-mounted
String Suppressor works to knock down
any string vibration at the shot.

Spot Hogg's Hooter Shooter portable shooting machine is an
important component in ArrowTrade bow testing. The use of a
machine creates consistency and eliminates any possible human
shooting form error.
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utilizes a pivoting pocket rather than a moving limb is
generally considered to be more consistent and precise
and therefore superior. Elite includes a locking tab on
their pockets to secure the adjustment. 

Elite uses Barnsdale limbs that are solid (not split),
straight (not recurve) and measure 13 inches in length.
The limbs are triple laminated with Gordon
Composites materials including E-Glass on the tension
and compression sides of the limb. Barnsdale and
Gordon are both reputable names in the archery indus-
try. The CNC machined
limbs are double sorted for
matching deflection values
to ensure consistency
within the limb sets.
Hunter limbs reach a par-
allel position at full draw.
This configuration distrib-
utes the force from release
in equal and opposite
directions, as the motion
of one limb counteracts
the motion of the other.
The result is less shock and
vibration running through
the bow and that generally
translates into a more
enjoyable and quieter
shooting experience for

the archer. Elite also pre-installs LimbSaver Quads to
each limb for even more shock and vibration reduction.
Limbs are available in peak weights of 40, 50, 60, 70 and
80 pounds each with 10 pounds of adjustment down. 

Talking Points 
· Barnsdale and Gordon – both selling points
· Parallel limbs – explain the advantages to your cus-

tomer and throw the pre-installed LimbSaver Quads
into the conversation
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TestID: ATELTHTR Draw Length: 30.25" Speed: 319.2 ft/sec
Tested By: js Brace Height: 7.575" Power Stroke: 1.74'
Min Load: 15.5 lbs Max Load: 70.1 lbs Kinetic Energy: 79.20 ft-lbs
Min Pos: 30.25" Max Pos: 22.00" Stored Energy: 96.23 ft-lbs

Dynamic Eff.: 82.31%
Distance (in) Load (lbs) Brace Height:

9.325 0.00 Peak Draw Weight:
10 9.60 Full Draw Condition:
11 22.60
12 35.40
13 49.40
14 61.60
15 68.10
16 69.30
17 69.00
18 67.60
19 67.60
20 69.40
21 70.00
22 70.10 0

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80

0 0 5 0 10 0 15 0 20 0 25 0 30 0 35 0

Lo
ad

 (l
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23 70.10
24 69.20
25 66.90
26 63.20
27 57.10
28 48.60
29 36.30
30 21.20

30.25 15.50

0
10

0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 30.0 35.0

Distance (in)

`

Average 
Velocity 319.2

Shot # 5 319 293 263

293.4 262.4

5  Shot Total 1596 1467 1312

Shot # 3 320 294 262

Shot # 4 319 293 262

Shot # 1 319 294 263

Shot # 2 319 293 262

Velocity Test Results

350 Grain Arrow 425 Grain Arrow 540 Grain Arrow
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Testing
A single brass nock and QuikTune 300 Arrow Rest

were attached to the bow – nothing more. With the
exception of these two items every bow is tested, as it
would be shipped to the dealer or customer. In other
words, if it has string silencers or other components pre-
installed it is tested with them installed. While the ‘offi-
cial’ velocity rating for our calculations will be taken with
an arrow as defined below, we will also use two other test
arrows as reference points. This will be done to bring a
bracketed picture of the bow’s speed performance to the
reader. Test arrows include a lightweight 350-grain arrow,
a mid-weight 425-grain arrow and a relatively heavy 540-
grain arrow. Before recording speeds with these arrows
the bow was first paper tuned with each one. Most every
bowhunter/archer will be able to extrapolate their
approximate arrow speed in relation to similar set-up
parameters and results presented from the three test
arrows.

The speed result from the 350-grain arrow is entered
into the Silks Outdoors Bow Analysis Program, which
then automatically calculates Kinetic Energy, Stored
Energy, and Efficiency.

Potential customers will generally make their bow
purchase choice based on several factors including the
cost, speed, shot noise, shock/vibration level, grip and
the draw cycle.

In our testing for ArrowTrade Magazine we try to give
you a feel for how a bow performs in the “subjective”

areas mentioned above. You can then focus on the bow’s
notable subjective points when interacting with your
customer. The term “subjective” can basically be trans-
lated into “opinion”.  

Getting Down to Brass Tacks
I thoroughly enjoy shooting the Elite Hunter. It feels

good in my hand, has good balance and is lightweight.
The Hunter excels in all four of the subjective categories
that I test – draw cycle, grip, shot noise and shock/vibra-
tion. In a recent test I conducted of 8 top bows the Elite
Hunter was in the top three for every category. This is an
excellent all around rig.

The machined
aluminum limb
pocket on the
Hunter pivots
during the draw
weight adjust-
ment process,
which allows
maximum con-
trol at this criti-
cal limb-to-riser
interface.

Grip Comfort and Function:

Shock and Vibration Levels:

A quick kick has little impact on the shooting experience and there is little vibration 
to speak of

One of the best grips I have felt. It is well shaped, functional and super comfortable 
at full draw. One of Elite's best features.

Draw Cycle "Feel":
As you can see from the attached force draw curve the Hunter's draw cycle rolls 
through the transitions after coming to peak gradually. The bow is already declining 
when it drops into the valley adding to the smooth feel.

Subjective Test Results
Shot Noise:

The Elite Hunter is a quiet bow - I didn't realize how quiet until it was compared to 
seven other top bows. 

to speak of.

Stored Energy:  96.23 foot-pounds

SE/PF Ratio: 1.37

This is the ratio of stored energy to peak force. In other words, what returns are 
you getting for the power you supply?

When a bow is drawn energy is supplied to the limbs. The amount of energy that 
the limbs can hold is the stored energy

Efficiency Rating:  82.31 percent

This is the amount of stored energy (in %) that can be successfully tranferred into 
propelling the arrow upon release. The bow design, including limbs, limb pockets, 
cam systems, and axle types play into the bow's efficiency.

Objective Test Categories
Kinetic Energy: 79.20 foot-pounds

This is the energy that actually goes into propelling the arrow. Basically, it is the 
energy that is left over from the stored energy after all of the bow system friction      
is accounted for.

you getting for the power you supply?

“I bought a Kodabow for the  
superb quality, simplicity  
and the amazing trigger.  
I took the bow on a bear  
hunt and after 7 days of  
hard use, was absolutely  
convinced that my Kodabow  
investment was the best decision  
I ever made.  And I already owned  
3 other crossbows.”

Ed, Pennsylvania Police Officer, 
SWAT Team member and Firearms Instructor

www.kodabow.com | 484-947-5471 | West Chester, PA

MADE IN USA MADE IN UUSSA MADE IN UUSSAM
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